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Abstract—Exhaled endogenous nitric oxide 共NO兲 holds promise as a potential biomarker of pulmonary inflammation. Previous experimental and theoretical work has concluded that the
alveolar concentration approaches a constant steady state value
at end exhalation due to both a constant maximum flux or
release of NO (J max,alv) and a constant diffusing capacity
(D NO,alv) in the alveolar region. We have recently demonstrated
that D NO,alv is not constant, but increases with alveolar volume
(V A ) given by the following average relationship: D NO,alv
⫽48* V A2/3 ml/min/mmHg 共where V A is expressed in liters,
STPD兲. We investigated the potential impact of a variable
D NO,alv on exhaled concentration by incorporating the volume
dependence into the currently accepted two-compartment
model for NO exchange dynamics. Our results suggest that the
mechanism underlying the plateau in exhaled concentration is a
constant ratio J max,alv /D NO,alv . This constant ratio requires a
volume dependence of J max,alv similar to D NO,alv , and is likely
due to a decreasing alveolar surface area during exhalation.
© 2001 Biomedical Engineering Society.
关DOI: 10.1114/1.1397786兴

has demonstrated three key features of NO exchange
dynamics: 共1兲 C exh reaches nearly a plateau 共slight negative phase III slope兲 concentration when V̇ E is held
constant,22 共2兲 C exh is inversely related to V̇ E , 12,14,22 and
* V̇ E ) of NO is a posi共3兲 the elimination rate (E NO⫽C exh
15,21
These observations are attribtive function of V̇ E .
uted to a production of NO in both the airway and
alveolar regions of the lungs. This unusual feature of NO
exchange, combined with the fact that lung diseases can
affect different regions of the lungs, creates a need to
characterize both airway and alveolar contributions to
C exh .
An explicit assumption in previous work has been that
the alveolar concentration approaches a constant steady
state value at end exhalation due to both a constant
maximum flux or release of NO (J max,alv , moles/s兲 and a
constant diffusing capacity (D NO,alv) in the alveolar region. However, we have recently demonstrated that
D NO,alv has a strong positive dependence on alveolar
volume (V alv) given by the following average relationship: D NO,alv⫽6.37* (V alv) 2/3 ml/s 共where V alv is expressed in ml, STPD兲 or D NO,alv⫽48* (V alv) 2/3 ml/min/
mmHg 共where V alv is expressed in liters, STPD兲.20,23 The
steady state alveolar concentration of NO during expiration (C alv,ss) is equal to the ratio J max,alv /D NO,alv . Thus,
as D NO,alv decreases during exhalation, C alv,ss should increase 共if J max,alv is constant兲 suggesting a time or volume dependence. This poses several important questions:
共1兲 if C alv increases during exhalation, then why does
C exh not increase?, and 共2兲 how does one characterize the
alveolar contribution to C exh , if C alv depends on V alv?
We have previously described a two-compartment
model to characterize NO exchange dynamics.21 Since
our initial description, several others groups have confirmed our description,12,15 and the two-compartment
model is the currently accepted description of NO exchange. Thus, this manuscript incorporates our new findings on the dependence of D NO,alv on V alv into the twocompartment model and investigates the impact on the
interpretation of C exh . We demonstrate that a possible
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INTRODUCTION
Nitric oxide 共NO兲 was first reported in the exhaled
breath of children with bronchial asthma in 1993,1 and
since that time there has been intense interest in the
possible clinical use of this biological signal as a noninvasive index of pulmonary inflammation, disease severity, or disease progression.9,17 The interpretation of the
exhaled NO concentration (C exh) is complicated by its
dependence on many factors including the presence of
inflammation in the lungs10,19 and the exhalation flow
rate (V̇ E ). 14,22 A complete understanding of NO exchange dynamics is needed to accurately interpret C exh .
A combination of experimental and theoretical work
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meant to simulate the oral exhalation profile, and thus
does not consider nasal contributions to exhaled NO.
Details of the mathematical development have been
previously presented.21 We will present only the salient
features including the changes to the alveolar region
共variable diffusing capacity兲. Mass balances in the airway and alveolar compartments produce the following
differential equations:
Airway compartment:

 C air
 C air J t:g,air
⫽⫺V̇
⫹
.
t
V
V air
FIGURE 1. Schematic of the two-compartment model used to
simulate endogenous NO exchange dynamics. Both the alveolar and airway compartments are characterized by a NO
production or release „J… and a diffusing capacity „D….

mechanism underlying the experimentally observed
shape of C exh during exhalation is a constant ratio
J max,alv /D NO,alv . This constant ratio implies a constant
concentration of NO in the alveolar membrane which
requires a volume dependence of J max,alv similar to
D NO,alv . Thus, C alv is at or near a steady state value at
end exhalation and may be used to characterize the alveolar contribution to C exh .
METHODS
Two-Compartment Model
The two-compartment model for nitric oxide exchange in the lungs has previously been described in
detail21 and is shown in Fig. 1 with minor modifications
that reflect changes in the alveolar region. Briefly, the
model consists of two compartments. First, a rigid tube
surrounded by a homogeneous layer of tissue representing the airways. The axial gas phase transport is characterized by bulk convection 共advection兲. The tissue phase
produces NO uniformly in position, and at a constant
rate, and consumes NO in a first order fashion. The outer
boundary of the tissue is assumed to be blood. Since the
reaction of NO with hemoglobin within the red cell is
very rapid, and there are abundant protein-thiols 共i.e.,
albumin兲 in the plasma, the concentration of free NO in
the blood is assumed to be zero. The transport between
the tissue and gas phase is described with Fick’s First
Law of Diffusion. The concentration profile in the tissue
has been shown to rapidly 共⬍0.6 s兲 reach a steady
state;21 thus, the mass balance in the airway compartment
retains an analytical solution. The second compartment
represents the alveolar regions of the lungs, and is thus
expansile and considered to have a uniform concentration spatially (C alv). The alveolar compartment is also
surrounded by a thin layer of tissue separating the gas
and blood 共pulmonary circulation兲 phases which produces NO uniformly throughout the tissue. The model is

共1兲

Alveolar compartment:
dC alv V̇ I 共 C air共 V air兲 ⫺C alv兲 J t:g,alv
⫹
,
⫽
dt
V alv共 t 兲
V alv共 t 兲

共2兲

where V̇ I ⫽0 during expiration, C alv and C air are the
concentration (mol/cm3 ) of NO in the alveolar and airway compartments, respectively; J t:g,alv and J t:g,air are
the molar fluxes (mol•s⫺1 ) of NO between the tissue
and gas phases in the alveolar and airway compartment,
respectively; V̇ is the volumetric flow rate of air during
expiration (V̇ E ) or inspiration (⫺V̇ I ), and is assumed
constant in each phase; V alv(t) is the alveolar volume
given by V alv(0)⫺V̇t; V air is the volume of the airway
compartment, and V is the axial 共or longitudinal兲 position
from the mouth in units of cumulative volume.
It can be shown through a mass balance on the tissue
layers, that the flux of NO from the tissue phase to the
gas phase can be described as linear function of the gas
phase concentration:21
J t:g,i ⫽J max,i ⫺D NO,i C i ,

共3兲

where the subscript i represents either the airway compartment 共‘‘air’’兲 or alveolar compartment 共‘‘alv’’兲. D NO,i
共ml/s兲 can be interpreted as the conductance for mass
transfer between the tissue and gas phases, and is a
function of several parameters including the thickness of
the tissue layer, L tiss,i , the rate of chemical consumption
as characterized by a first order rate constant, k, the
surface area available for diffusion A i , and the diffusivity of NO in the tissue DNO,tiss . Note that the term
D NO,i * C i represents loss of NO due to diffusion into the
blood. D NO,air is the diffusing capacity of the airways,
and is assumed to be constant with respect to time and
axial position. J max,air and J max,alv represent the maximum
fluxes or release rates 共moles/s兲 of NO into the airway
and alveolar compartments 共i.e., the flux if NO concentration in bulk gas phase were zero兲, respectively. They
depend on the same parameters as D NO,i , but also de-
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pend on the production rate of NO per unit volume of
tissue, S tiss,i . The functional dependence of J max,i and
D NO,i on these parameters is described in greater detail
in the Discussion section.
D NO,alv 共ml/s兲 is assumed to depend on the alveolar
volume as recently described:20,23
D NO,alv⫽ ␣ * 共 V alv兲 ␤

共 V alv expressed in ml兲 ,

共4兲

where ␣ and ␤ are equal to 6.37 and 2/3, respectively,
for an average adult. This dependence was determined
experimentally by measuring the time rate of change of
the exhaled NO concentration following rapid inhalation
of a 50 ppm bolus.20,23 J max,alv may also depend on
alveolar volume, however experimental determination of
this dependence is not available. In the current study, we
investigate two alternative scenarios for the dependence
of J max,alv on V alv . For Case I, J max,alv changes similarly
to D NO,alv such as the ratio of the two remains constant.
In Case II, J max,alv remains constant independent of
changes in V alv . The physical and physiological meaning
behind these assumptions is described in the Discussion
section.
Incorporating the two potential options for describing
J t:g,alv into Eq. 共3兲 gives rise to two different models for
the alveolar compartment:
Case I: J t:g,alv⫽ ␣ 共 V alv兲 ␤ 共 C̄ tiss,alv⫺C alv兲 ,

共5兲

Case II: J t:g,alv⫽J max,alv⫺ ␣ 共 V alv兲 ␤ C alv ,

共6兲

where C̄ tiss,alv is defined as the constant ratio of J t:g,alv
and D NO,alv , has units of concentration, and represents
the steady state alveolar concentration or equivalently the
alveolar tissue concentration. For Case I, J max,alv is equal
to the product ␣ (V alv) ␤ C̄ tiss,alv , and thus retains the same
functional dependence on V alv as D NO,alv .
Inserting Eq. 共5兲 or 共6兲 into Eq. 共2兲, results in the
following expressions for the alveolar concentration during exhalation, C alv(t):
Case I: C alv共 t 兲 ⫽C̄ tiss,alv⫹ 关 C alv共 0 兲 ⫺C̄ tiss,alv兴
⫻e [  ([V alv(t)]

冋

Case II: C alv共 t 兲 ⫽ C alv共 0 兲 ⫺

␤ ⫺[V

␤
alv(0)] )]

J max,alv
V̇ E ␤

共7兲

,

e (  V alv(0)

b)

⫻ 关 E 1 关  V alv共 0 兲 ␤ 兴 ⫺E 1 关  V alv共 t 兲 ␤ 兴兴
⫻e [  V alv(t)

␤⫺V

␤
alv(0) ]

,
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TABLE 1. Parameter values for two-compartment model.
Parameter
Airway
V air
D NO,air
J max,air
Alveoli
V alv
D NO,alv
␣
␤
J max,alv
C tiss,alv
C alv(0)

Case I

Case II

200
3.2
18.0

cm3
cm3 /s
pmol/s

200
3.2
18.0

2300–6500
␣ ( V alv) ␤
6.37
0.67
␣ ( V alv) ␤ * C tiss,alv
0.20
(5)
0.10 (2.58)

Units

2300–6500
␣ ( V alv) ␤
6.37
0.67
300
•••
0.12 (2.35)

cm3
cm3 /s
cm3- ␤ /s
•••
pmol/s
pmol/cm3 (ppb)
pmol/cm3 (ppb)

where V alv(t)⫽V alv(0)⫺V̇ E t,  ⫽ ␣ / ␤ V̇ E , and E 1 is the
exponential integral 共see the Appendix兲. C alv共0兲 is determined by solving the governing equations during inspiration 共see the Appendix兲. Then, combining either Eq. 共7兲
or 共8兲 with the solution of Eq. 共1兲 results in the following
expression for the exhaled concentration:

冉

C exh共 t⫹  res兲 ⫽ C alv共 t 兲 ⫺
⫹

冊 冉

J max,air
D NO,air
exp ⫺
D NO,air
V̇ E

J max,air
,
D NO,air

冊
共9兲

where  res is the residence time of a differential gas
bolus in the airway compartment and is equal to the ratio
of the airway compartment volume to V̇ E . In other
words, the exhaled concentration at time t⫹  res needs
C alv at the time in which the bolus of air left the alveolar
compartment and entered the airway compartment.
Parameter values for the simulations are given in
Table 1. In general, we have chosen values that are
representative of a normal adult human lung. Key parameters include C̄ tiss,alv of 5 ppb 共for Case I兲 which corresponds to a steady state C alv of 5 ppb,15,22 and a steady
state concentration in the airway compartment
(J max,air /D NO,air) of ⬃150 ppb.4,15 We chose two values
for V̇ E 共50 and 250 ml/s兲, which correspond to the recommended values of the American Thoracic Society and
the European Respiratory Society, respectively.9,17
RESULTS

册
共8兲

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate C exh and C alv at an exhalation flow rate of 50 and 250 ml/s, respectively. NO
concentration is plotted as a function of exhaled volume.
Note that for Case I, C exh and C alv reach a plateau. The
volume at which the plateau is reached depends on V̇ E
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DISCUSSION

FIGURE 2. Model simulations of the exhalation and alveolar
concentrations of NO for the two different cases at an exhalation flow rate of 50 mlÕs „ATS guidelines….

共600 and 3000 ml for V̇ E ⫽50 and 250 ml/s, respectively兲, but the time at which the plateau is reached is a
constant equal to ⬃10 s. C alv plateaus at a value of 5 ppb
which corresponds to the steady state value or C̄ tiss,alv .
C exh plateaus at different values, 13.6 and 6.8 ppb, respectively, for V̇ E ⫽50 and 250 ml/s due to different
contributions from the airway compartment. These contributions are ⬃63% and 25% of C exh , respectively, for
V̇ E ⫽50 and 250 ml/s.
For Case II, C exh and C alv do not reach a plateau, but
monotonically increase during exhalation. The difference
between C exh and C alv is nearly constant during exhalation as evidenced by the similar shape of C alv and C exh .
Early in the exhalation, C exh and C alv for Case II are less
than the corresponding values of Case I, but are larger at
end exhalation. The end-exhaled C exh and C alv are 17.4
and 9.1 ppb, and 9.7 and 8.0 ppb, respectively, for V̇ E
⫽50 and 250 ml/s.

FIGURE 3. Model simulations of the exhalation and alveolar
concentrations of NO for the two different cases at an exhalation flow rate of 250 mlÕs „ERS guidelines….

We investigated two alternative scenarios for the dependence of J t:g,alv on V alv . According to Case I the
ratio J max,alv /D NO,alv is held constant. The implicit assumption behind such a scenario is that the alveolar
tissue concentration C̄ tiss,alv remains constant. Equilibrium kinetics of NO in the tissue layer can produce such
a behavior. However, based on the current knowledge of
NO kinetics in the tissue, a continuous constant NO
production per unit tissue volume (S tiss,alv) is likely. As
discussed below, under such a condition, changes in the
surface area but not in the thickness of the alveolar
membrane during exhalation will result in a constant
ratio of J max,alv /D NO,alv . Thus, such a scenario is consistent with a continuous recruitment/derecruitment of alveoli during inspiration/expiration to account for the
increase/decrease of the surface area of the alveolar
membrane without significant stretching.
In Case II, the implicit assumption is that the tissue
volume participating in gas exchange is constant during
exhalation. Thus, the surface area and thickness of the
alveolar membrane are changing during expiration 共or
inspiration兲 in an inverse fashion to preserve a constant
tissue volume. Under these circumstances, the total
amount of NO produced, remains constant 共assuming
that S tiss,alv is constant兲. Thus, when C alv is zero, equal
and constant amounts of NO are lost to the blood and the
gas phase on either side of the tissue, and thus, J max,alv
remains constant and equal to half of the total NO production.
Figure 4 depicts the two cases schematically. In Fig.
4共A兲 共Case I兲 the surface area available for diffusion
between the gas phase and the blood, A alv , changes, but
not L tiss,alv . As a result, C̄ tiss,alv remains constant and
J max,alv decreases during exhalation in proportion to
D NO,alv . In Fig. 4共B兲 共Case II兲 A alv decreases and L tiss,alv
increases to preserve a constant tissue volume. C̄ tiss,alv
increases 共as well as the concentration gradient at the
interface兲 during exhalation, and J max,alv 共the product of
the gradient at the interface with A alv) remains constant.
The plateau observed in Case I for C exh 共Figs. 2 and
3兲 more closely resembles the experimentally observed
exhalation profiles for NO which have a slightly negative
phase III slope, even after prolonged breathhold.22 The
plateau of both C exh and C alv can be attributed to the
constant ratio of J max,alv and D NO,alv . It has previously
been shown that C alv will approach a steady state value
when J t:g,alv is zero.8,21 When a steady state exists, it is
evident from Eq. 共5兲 that C alv is equal to the ratio
J max,alv /D NO,alv . Even though both vary with alveolar
volume, Case I assumes that both have the same functional dependence, and that the ratio remains constant.
During inspiration, C alv is perturbed from its steady state
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FIGURE 4. Schematic of the two possible cases to describe J max,alv from the tissue to the gas phase demonstrating the tissue
concentration as a function of x, and the flux as proportional to product of the concentration gradient at the tissue–gas interface
and the surface area. „A… In Case I, surface area, but not tissue thickness, changes during exhalation. J max,alv decreases during
exhalation as the mean concentration in the tissue and concentration gradient at the interface are held constant. „B… In Case II,
surface area decreases and tissue thickness increases to preserve a constant tissue volume. J max,alv is held constant as the
increase in the mean concentration and concentration gradient offset the decrease in surface area.

value because the concentration of NO in the inspired air
is assumed to be zero according to ATS guidelines. The
inspired air absorbs NO from the airway compartment
and enters the alveolar compartment with a concentration
that is larger than zero, but smaller than C̄ tiss,alv . These
concepts can be easily generalized to a case where inspired concentration is greater than C̄ tiss,alv whereby the
perturbation to C alv is positive. A reduced contribution
from the airway compartment at higher flow rates is due
to a reduced residence time in the airway compartment
and is consistent with previous theoretical and experimental observations.14,21

For Case II, the monotonically increasing values of
C exh are not consistent with experimental observations.22
In addition, the increase 共⬃6 ppb兲 in C exh predicted over
the course of phase III could easily be detected by current analytical techniques, such as chemiluminescence,
whose resolution is ⬃1 ppb. C exh increases during exhalation due to the fact that D NO,alv is decreasing during
exhalation while J max,alv is held constant. Thus, the ratio
J max,alv /D NO,alv is changing with exhaled volume which
causes C tiss,alv to increase 关Eq. 共7兲兴. Hence, C alv never
reaches a steady state value. Figure 5 depicts C alv and
the steady state value of C alv at each exhaled volume,
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FIGURE 5. Model simulation of the alveolar concentrations
at an exhalation flow rate of 50 and 250 mlÕs compared to the
steady state concentration in the alveoli at each exhaled „or
alveolar… volume.

C alv,ss(V alv) 共that is, if exhalation were stopped at each
lung volume and C alv allowed to reach a steady state兲. It
can be seen that C alv never reaches its steady state value,
and that the difference between C alv and C alv,ss(V alv) is
exaggerated as exhalation flow rate increases.
The fact that Case I produces a plateau C exh , which
more closely resembles experimental observations, raises
several interesting questions regarding alveolar exchange
dynamics. Case I assumes that C̄ tiss,alv is constant. This
possibility might suggest an equilibrium among competing sources and sinks for NO such that alveolar membrane ‘‘seeks’’ a constant concentration. For example, if
a small net positive flux of NO from the alveolar membrane to the gas phase was induced 共as might be the case
when exhalation begins兲, this might shift the equilibrium
to the right of the auto-oxidation of NO to maintain a
constant NO concentration.7 There are several other reactions of NO that involve substrates such as glutathione
and other protein-thiols whose equilibrium might be altered in such a way to favor a constant tissue-phase
concentration.5,6 This possibility, of course, depends on
the rate of reaction in these schemes, and needs further
analysis beyond the scope of this manuscript.
In our previous detailed description of the twocompartment model,21 we presented an analytical description of J max,i and D NO,i given by the following expressions:
J max,i ⫽A i S tiss,i

冑

D NO,tiss
k

⫻ 兵 coth共  兲 ⫺ 关 coth共  兲 ⫹1 兴 exp共 ⫺  兲 其 , 共10兲
D NO,i ⫽A i  tiss,air冑D NO,tissk 关 coth共  兲兴 ,

共11兲

where  tiss,air is the tissue:air partition coefficient of NO,

FIGURE 6. Predicted dependence of J max,alv and D NO,alv on
alveolar membrane thickness „ L tiss,alv… based on Eqs. „10…
and „11…. The following representative values for the key parameters in these equations are as follows: D NO,tissÄ3.3
Ã10À5 cm2 Õs, k Ä0.173 s-1 , A alvÄ1Ã105 cm2 , and S tiss,alv
Ä50 pMÕs. These values are described in detail in our previous description of the two-compartment model, or provide
reasonable values for J max,alv and D NO,alv consistent with
Table 1 and experimental values. The absolute values are not
as critical as the dependence of J max,alv and D NO,alv on
L tiss,alv .

and  ⫽L tiss,i /k 冑D NO,tiss /k. This description is not able
to simulate the potential volume dependence of these
parameters; however, these expressions do provide some
insight into the potential relationship between J max,alv and
D NO,alv . For example, there is experimental evidence to
support a thickening of the alveolar membrane 共i.e.,
L tiss,alv) 3,18 and/or a reduction in surface area 共i.e., A alv)
during exhalation.24 It is evident from Eqs. 共10兲 and 共11兲
that a change in A alv would have the same impact on
J max,alv and D NO,alv ; thus, their ratio would be constant
during exhalation. However, if the tissue thickness
changes during exhalation alone, the result is not so
apparent. In this case we assume that surface area is
constant, but thickness increases. This would obviously
increase the tissue volume participating in gas exchange
during exhalation, and represents an extreme case relative to Case I and Case II. Figure 6 plots J max,alv and
D NO,alv 共using representative values for the parameters,
see figure legend兲 as a function of L tiss,alv . Note that as
L tiss,alv increases from 0.5 to 1.5 m 共as the trend would
be during exhalation兲, D NO,alv decreases, but J max,alv increases because tissue volume increases while holding
the NO production rate per unit volume constant. This
causes the ratio J max,alv /D NO,alv to be a strong positive
function of L tiss,alv . This result, perhaps, supports the
concept that surface area changes during exhalation, and
not membrane thickness. A changing surface area creates
a constant ratio J max,alv /D NO,alv , and thus a constant C alv
and a constant C exh , which is consistent with experimental observations.
Another possibility is that the production rate of NO
from nitric oxide synthase 共NOS兲 is altered due to the
mechanical strain in the alveolar membrane during exhalation. There is some indirect evidence that stretch en-
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hances NO production or release.2 These studies, however, cannot distinguish between a change in NO
production from NOS and a change in NO release due a
shift in the chemical equilibrium. In any event, we cannot rule out the possibility that during exhalation, the
production rate of NO from NOS is decreased. This
effect would tend to maintain a constant tissue concentration.
An important point to consider is the functional dependence of D NO,alv on V alv . The dependence used in
these simulations was determined experimentally in normal subjects;20,23 however, the range of V alv for which
the dependence was determined is approximately 2.5–5
liters; thus, use of this correlation at very small or large
V alv represents an extrapolation. In our simulations, this
corresponds to exhaled volumes of 1.7– 4.2 liters. It is
evident from Figs. 2 and 3 that the impact of a variable
D NO,alv has a progressively greater impact as exhalation
proceeds and that a relatively steep slope occurs after
exhaled volume of 4.2 liters. It is quite possible that
D NO,alv reaches a lower limit for V alv⬍2.5 liters. It is
also important to note, however, that even if this were
the case, the slope of the alveolar plateau would still be
positive, albeit smaller, which is still not observed experimentally.
Another possibility to consider is the fact that the
conducting airways are not truly rigid, but do expand and
contract slightly during inspiration and expiration, respectively. Our model governing equations assume that
the airways are rigid; however, it can easily be demonstrated that even if the airways were expansile 共i.e., decreasing radius during expiration兲, the governing equations would not change 共assuming a constant D NO,air ,
mathematical proof not shown兲. The model equations
describe the concentration of NO in the exhaled breath.
Thus, if the airway diameter were to decrease during
exhalation, the smaller volume would increase the concentration of NO; however, the smaller volume would
also decrease the residence time of the gas in the airways
and therefore decrease the exhaled concentration 共i.e.,
decrease the uptake of NO from the airways兲.
The above argument assumes a constant D NO,air during exhalation, which is unlikely, as D NO,air depends on
A air which depends on the radius. If D NO,air were to
decrease during exhalation due to either a decreasing A air
or an increasing L tiss,air , the result would be a progressively decreasing exhaled concentration or a negative
slope in phase III of the exhalation profile. However, we
have previously reported a slightly, but statistically significant, negative phase III slope of the NO exhalation
profile following a prolonged breathhold and a constant
exhalation flow rate.22 This is consistent with our argument that Case I is a more appropriate model for the
alveolar region. That is, the effects of the alveolar region
generate a flat phase III due to a constant ratio
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FIGURE 7. Model simulation of the exhaled NO concentration for Case II at an exhalation flow rate of 50 and 250 mlÕs
when J max,alv is reduced from 300 to 120 pmolÕs. This reduction corresponds to reducing the steady state alveolar concentration from 5 to 2 ppb for Case I.

J max,alv /D NO,alv , and the negative slope observed for the
phase III slope of NO is due to a decreasing D NO,air .
The simulations in this study were performed under
expected values of the parameters for normal subjects.
This provides a starting point to understand the basic
physiological mechanisms underlying the NO exhalation
profile. The choice for a steady state C alv of 5 ppb is
based on previously reported experimental values. However, other investigators have estimated values as small
as 2 ppb.12 Under these conditions, the relative contribution of the alveolar region to exhaled NO is smaller and
thus the impact of a variable D NO,alv is less. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 7 where we have lowered J max,alv
from 300 to 120 pmol/s. This reduces C̄ tiss,alv to 2 ppb
for Case I. We can then use this value of J max,alv to
simulate Case II, and compare the result to that of Figs.
2 and 3. We can see that the positive slope is reduced,
and it is very nearly flat for exhaled volume less than 4.2
liters. Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility that the
slightly negative phase III slope for NO could be due to
an alveolar region described by Case II combined with a
significantly decreasing D NO,air during exhalation. Future
work must focus on determining the functional relationship between V alv and D NO,air .
A final concept to consider is the impact of serial and
parallel inhomogeneities on the shape of the exhalation
profile. Parallel inhomogeneities result from parallel convective pathways in the lungs whose convective conductance is heterogeneous.11 The result is that certain regions of the lungs tend to fill first 共usually the apical
regions兲 and empty last. Stratified inhomogeneities result
from a diffusion limitation in the gas phase along a
single axial pathway.13,16 When convective flow is very
slow 共i.e., distal to the ⬃15th generation兲, gas transport
is dominated by diffusion. As a gas diffuses distally, the
result is an axial concentration gradient or stratified inhomogeneity. Both parallel and stratified inhomogeneities
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or convective–diffusive interactions contribute to a positively sloping alveolar plateau during a single breath
washout experiment of an inert gas such as nitrogen or
helium.11 The exhalation profile of NO is similar to the
single breath nitrogen washout in the sense that inspiration consists of air with zero concentration of the tracer
gas 共i.e., NO or N2 ), then exhalation follows the evolution of the tracer gas from the alveolar region. Thus, the
fact that a plateau or a slightly negative slope is observed
experimentally for NO, would argue that an additional
factor such as a variable D NO,air is acting to counteract
inhomogeneities. Thus, inhomogeneities in gas mixing
would only serve to create a more positive phase III
slope. This fact points strongly to accepting Case I as the
more realistic model of the alveolar region for NO, but
does not provide any additional explanation for the
mechanisms, which might create a constant C̄ tiss,alv . In
addition, we cannot rule out the possibility of spatial
inhomogeneities in J max,alv which may serve to alter the
slope of phase III of the exhalation profile.
In summary, we have presented two possible models
for the alveolar region to explain the exchange dynamics
of NO. These are based on the fact that we now know
that D NO,alv depends strongly on V alv which is contrary to
assumptions made in previous models of NO exchange.
Case I assumes that tissue-phase NO concentration in the
alveolar region is constant during exhalation. This assumption causes J max,alv to depend on V alv . In contrast,
Case II assumes that J max,alv is constant. We have demonstrated that under normal conditions, Case I is able to
reproduce a plateau in exhaled NO concentration which
is more consistent with experimental observations. Thus,
we conclude that J max,alv is also volume dependent such
that the ratio of J max,alv /D NO,alv remains nearly constant.
The precise mechanism for maintaining a constant ratio
is not known, but is likely due to a decreasing alveolar
surface area during exhalation.
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